In this paper, the t-channel charged Higgs production at LHC is studied. Production process is a tchannel single top event with charged Higgs exchange. Therefore the signal is similar with Standard Model single top production in terms of the final state. In the first step, the signal cross section is calculated and compared to the other main production processes which are used for a heavy charged Higgs search at LHC, i.e., pp → tbH − and pp → H + → tb. In the next step, an event generation and analysis is applied on signal and background events, in order to estimate the signal significance. The signal cross section is typically smaller than the associated production (tbH − ) and resonance production (tb) by a factor of 10
. The MSSM contains two CP-even neutral Higgs bosons, h 0 , H 0 , a CP-odd (pseudo-scalar) neutral Higgs boson, A 0 , and pair of charged Higgs bosons, H ± . The lightest Higgs particle, h 0 , is SM-like and is the candidate for the signal observed at LHC.
The recent results from LHC exclude a large parameter space of the light charged Higgs, m H ± < 160 GeV, if BR(H ± → τ ν) = 1 and heavy charged Higgs at tanβ > 50 [4, 5] . Such analyses are based on few production processes. The light charged Higgs is searched for through a top quark pair production with one of the top quarks decaying to charged Higgs. This assumption is valid if the charged Higgs is lighter than the top quark. The production chain is pp → tt → H + bW −b . Since at high tan β , the light charged Higgs decays predominantly to a pair of τ ν, the final state of such a process contains a τ lepton which is identified using τ -tagging algorithms [6] . In a previous work in [7] , it was shown that a t-channel single top production can also contribute to the light charged Higgs signal through the top quark decay to charged Higgs.
A charged Higgs heavier than the top quark can not be produced through tt events but is rather produced through an off-shell tt production, i.e., pp → tbH − . An alternative channel for heavy charged Higgs production is an s-channel production with subsequent decay of the charged Higgs to tb [8, 9] .
The aim of this paper is to see what can be added to the analyses of the charged Higgs at LHC by a study of the t-channel charged Higgs production. Although it turns out that the cross section of this channel is small compared to other sources of charged Higgs, the analysis is original in its own type and contains a cross section calculation as well as event generation and data analysis.
II. SIGNAL PROCESS CROSS SECTION
The signal process is a t-channel charged Higgs exchange with a single top quark as the final state. The top quark is accompanied by a light quark (u, d, s, c) which produces a light jet in the detector. Figure 1 shows the Feynman diagram of the signal. Here we assume a Yukawa interaction
Lagrangian as in Eq. 1, where V ud is the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element, for tan β = 30 and 50 respectively. As is seen, the t-channel charged Higgs production cross section is roughly 10 −3 times smaller than the other two main sources of the charged Higgs. In order to search for this signal, one has to take into account branching ratio of final state particle decays.
One option would be to take the top quark decay to W ± boson with a subsequent decay of W ± to a lepton (e or µ). This choice of the signal would decrease selected events to about 20% of the initial rate. In the next section an event analysis based on kinematic peroperties of signal events is performed to evaluate the signal significance. 
III. EVENT SELECTION AND ANALYSIS
Signal events in this analysis are events with a light jet, a b-jet and a lepton which is taken to be an electron or muon and a neutrino which appears as missing transverse energy in the detector.
Therefore the signal signature is a collection of two jets (one of them b-tagged) and a lepton and missing transverse energy. A similar process is the SM t-channel W ± exchange which produces the same final state. This process is, however, different from the signal event under consideration.
The W ± boson is a spin-1 particle and spin considerations imply that the light quark in the final state of SM t-channel single top events, is emitted in forward-backward directions. This is, however, not the case for a charged Higgs exchange as the charged Higgs is spinless. Figure 4 shows pseudorapidity of light jets in t-channel single top events with W ± and H ± exchange. The pseudorapidity (η) is defined as η = − ln tan(θ/2) and θ is the polar angle with respect to the beam axis. Since all other background events produce jets in the central region, which is the signal region, a cut on the light jet η may only be helpful for SM t-channel single top rejection. However, other background events (single W ± boson and tt) are the main background and are not suppressed by such a cut. A further study of the lepton and jet transverse energies shows that signal events produce harder leptons and jets compared to single W ± events but are more or less similar to other background events. Applying a cut on the jet transverse energy as jet E T > 50 GeV, results in a jet multiplicity as shown in Fig. 7 . As expected tt events and single W ± events appear with largest and smallest number of jets per event respectively. The remaining kinematic distribution is the missing transverse energy which is shown in Fig. 8 . However, no significant difference is observed between the signal and background events and therefore no cut on missing transverse energy is applied in this analysis. Before proceeding to reconstruction of signal events, an event selection is applied according to Tab. I. Events which pass all these selection cuts are then used for W ± boson and top quark reconstruction.
For the W ± reconstruction, the invariant mass of the lepton and missing transverse energy is calculated. The azimuthal component of the neutrino is tuned to give the right mass of the W ± boson which is set to 80 GeV. There might be no solution for the euqation which gives the W mass. In that case, the z-component of the neutrino momentum is set to 0. This case happens rarely, however, results in a W ± mass different from the nominal value. In the next step, using W ± four-momentum, and the b-tagged jet, top quark invariant mass is reconstructed. The b-tagging is a simple emulation of the algorithm which is used at LHC. It searches for b or c quarks near the jet, using the generator level information, and selects the jet as a b-jet with 60% probability if it is near a b quark, or with 10% probability if close to a c quark. This algorithm tries to apply the typical b-tagging efficiency of LHC experiments [13] . Figure 9 shows the top quark invariant mass reconstructed using the W ± and the b-tagged jet. An event is required to pass the top mass window which is set to the region between 150 GeV and 190 GeV. Now using four-momenta of the lepton, neutrino, b-jet and the light jet, the charged Higgs invariant mass is reconstructed. Since selected events have already passed hard kinematic cuts and lie in the top mass window, the charged Higgs invariant mass is obviously above the top quark mass. The top quark is fake in case of single W ± events, however, due to the large cross section, a sizable amount of events pass the top quark mass window even though with a small efficiency. Figure 10 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The t-channel charged Higgs exchange was studied with emphasis on the signal cross section and observability at 14 TeV LHC. The signal cross section for a heavy charged Higgs exchange in the range 200 GeV < m H ± < 500 GeV was calculated using CompHEP package and it turned out that, at tan β = 50, it ranges from 10 down to 1 f b in the charged Higgs mass region under study. Therefore the signal cross section is typically 10 −3 times smaller than other main sources of charged Higgs which are used at LHC analyses. An event selection and analysis was performed and signal significance was obtained for different charged Higgs masses. The 95% C.L. exclusion contour shows that for a charged Higgs with m H + = 300 GeV, tan β above 120 can be excluded at 3000 f b −1 .
One lepton with E T > 30 GeV, η < 2.5
A total of two or three jets with E T > 50 GeV, η < 3
One or two light jets E T > 50 GeV, η < 3
One b-jet with E T > 50 GeV, η < 3 [13] CMS Collaboration, JINST 8 (2013) P04013.
